HASH TRASH—RUN # 838— Mon Repos—St. Lucia

June 21st 2013

HARES— Eric, Marita, Diane, Colin, Reed

Scribe—Betty

What a hectic week it has been so far! It was even more hectic for one
hasher, the tall slim Ass HM (name withheld to protect his identity) who it
was rumoured had a puking fit on the bus going to the Gros Piton hike after having kept the other hikers
waiting on the bus for more than half an hour, while he had breakfast and watched CNN. Whew – that
was a long sentence!
After this very eventful Wednesday and Thursday, which I’m sure you’ll read about in the other writeups, we were looking forward to a great bush run (no not Rum Reed) in St Lucia from the very able
hares – Eric, Colin, Diane, Marita and Reed this Friday. Did I leave anyone out? Oh yes, and the local
hares. Quite a large contingent!

“We are a DRINKING club
with a RUNNING prob-

NEXT RUN:


Meeting time for the buses was scheduled for 1:00 or 1:30 p.m. – no-one was really sure. And this really confused some hashers! Dave Blunden was seen wondering around dazed all morning trying to confirm the time with anybody he met who couldn’t avoid him.

Ravine Sabe—
Central Trinidad

Hashers started gathering in the lobby at 1 p.m. There were hashers from all ends of the earth, well
mainly Barbados, St Kitts, Trinidad and some newly-acquired “Lucian” hashers.
The bus eventually took off at 2:00 p.m. after all the necessities like beer and water was loaded. The
bus ride was a long one, nearly 1 ½ hours, with a lengthy stop along the way to pick up the Zip-line
crew, to pee and to generally muck about taking photos, etc.
We finally reached our destination via a very narrow, rugged-type road where one of our buses broke
their oil line as we found out later. The hares had just finished setting the run and were liming at the run
site which was situated near a pretty flowing river. The water in the river, however, was a whitish colour
similar to the colour of the river that Julia Roberts fought so hard for compensation for her dying clients
in the movie “Erin Brokovich”.
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UP COMING
HASH EVENTS
Down The Island Lime—August
Hash Annual Cricket—TBA
Pajama Run—TBA
Hashers who could cook—September
Tobago Hash—24th—27th October
Hash Treasure Hunt—TBA
Hash Christmas—December

Small Pin on the run……….Trini’s like a river

The Run
After the hares were introduced by the HM, Colin came up to the podium and declared that the run was great one and there was to be a walkers trail and that
there was one area of the run that was “dangerous”.
The hash began with check and hashers darting off the road onto the only trail
they saw that split into three but these were all false trails and the true trail was up
the road and into the river. From then on, it was in and out of the river. Some
lovely fruit trees with some unusual fruit. There was a fruit that looked similar to
the pomerac but was called a wax apple and tasted very much like a “real” apple!
Huge pineapples and mangos were flourishing in the area. In fact, one “long-eye”
hasher got bazoodee and in the end didn’t get any fruit! But more on that later
from the HM....
Then we started going uphill through a banana area. The fig leaves and mud
mixed together made for some tough going and everybody was slipping and sliding.
After going up and up, we came to the dangerous part of the run and Colin was
right. One slip and you’re a dead dog! Anyway some more running uphill after
that and we came to a road – straight down the road where we were able to
stretch our weary, muddy legs and then a long back check into the trails again.
Down a hill and then the road again and the ON IN.

Even Ryan had a smile after all the mud

While the run was good, and I’m sure a lot of hard work was put into it, but the
walkers trail was the pits! The walkers complained that all they did was walk up
the road leisurely for 7 minutes and then back down again. Let’s just say the hash
is for everyone and we will leave that walkers’ debate (if there is one) for another
time.
Well done Hares and looking forward to Saturday’s hash!
ON-ON!

And Barbara…….came before Lorin????

THE POOFTER

And it was Diane &
Fireman for POOFTER
Diane—asked her
friend to bring
some shredded paper and she brought
a bale of toilet tis-

POOFTER— Diane/Antonio

sue to set the

And then the Down Down

run...maybe she
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shitty run?

And it was Diane who got the bale of toilet paper instead of the shredded

Antonio (Fireman) -

paper…..what a mix up in communication!

picked a huge ripe

And Antonio (Fireman) for pelting his nice juicy mango that he hand picked to
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and saw another big
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Hash Names Blessing— Chuck Hard & Small Pin

Contact Us
Check out or Facebook page
and our Hash site: Port of
Spain Hash House Harriers
Want to join the e-mail listing?
Send e-mail to:

Subrian.pradeep@gmail.com
Visit us on the web at: Port of
Spain Hash House Harriers

And St. Lucians all virgins having a good time
Up Coming Runs and sites
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